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Adventure Racing World Championships 2016 – Part 1

While the salt water still drips from our shoes memories of purgatory are yet to evaporate, we’ve taken the chance to pen

a few words. Here is part 1 of our 2016 Adventure Racing World Championships race report.

Words by Ro. Photos by Ben

*    *    *    *

For me, it began in the shower.  There is no substitute for warm water on freshly shaved legs.  The silken caress of water

down ones thighs has always been a subtle racing aphrodisiac.  But this time, days from my last ever race, it just didn’t
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feel the same.  Perhaps I had become too accustomed to such niceties.  That familiar sybaritic touch was gone.

 ‘Retirement’ it seemed, was a good idea.

We started out, as always, with chaos and injuries.  Ben and Dave had prolapsed discs in their backs.  Ben in his neck,

Dave in his lower back.  I had a broken head – my kids circadian rhythms yet to settle to 24hr time, and sleep for the past

six months an unattainable fantasy.  But we all made it to Ulladulla in good spirits.  Especially Olly, now a happily

unemployed bum with a good back and plenty of sleep and training under his belt.  Then, the broken head still not at

100%, I forgot half my bike.  My front wheel waited patiently back in Canberra.  A few desperate phone calls and

serendipity worked its magic.  My wheel was returned by the girlfriend of our number one rivals – Mont Adventure

Racing.  Kath-whoever-you-are, you are a savior.
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The line-up consisted of all the usual  hero and villains of AR from Thule to The Muppets to the incomparable and

lovable crowd favourites: Goldfish.  Only this time the team line up had an increasingly familiar ring to it: ‘Tiger

Adventure’.  Tiger teams were everywhere, swarming excitedly about their overlord – the beady eyed, chrome-domed,

hyperactive Trevor Mullens.  Trev’ had created quite the empire in Tiger Adventure.  Like the used car salesman of

Australian AR he was as enthusiastic as ever, enticing anyone that would listen, to hear his AR spiel.  We dared not talk

to him lest we too found ourselves branded.  He slapped his name on anything that moved from the seemingly immortal

Mountain Designs and Mawson to even Scouts Australia.  Rumor has it, he’s in talks with the queen.  In all, 14 teams

entered under the tiger adventure name.The conspicuous black polo shirts with a coloured claw slash printed on the

shoulder were everywhere.  It was like walking into some sort of happy-clappers cult meeting where everyone knew

everyone… except me.  We countered in traditional BMX Bandits style – fluro.  Not the yoga pants fluro of a splash of

bright blue on black but the sort of fluro that gave you whiplash – proper eye-watering 1980s flare.  Pamela Anderson in

her Baywatch one-piece would struggle to turn as many heads.  Some looked at us in disgust, some squinted painfully

and some just stared gormlessly – minds blown.  “Amazeballs” murmured Seagate – their jealous stare almost piercing

our skin.  For most racers at HQ, the memory of the 80s were a distant heady blur of Peter Garrets dance moves, Milli

Vanillis shoulders and the Rubik’s cube.  But as the Bandits walked into HQ, smiles spread.  More dead than Freddie

Mercury, the 80’s lived on.  And didn’t the masses love it.  For 10 amazing days, we were the Boys of Summer.  The

exuberance, big hair and fluro everything, of the greatest decade humanity ever produced, could never be forgotten – so

long as the BMX Bandits wore their amazing garb.
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But fluro loses its luster without a background with which to compare itself.  We had secured sponsorship from IO
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merino who had accoutred us in plush navy merino.  And wasn’t it glorious.  Not the sort of let’s-give-our-sponsor-

some-lip-service-comfortable, but genuinely luxurious stuff.  Enough lycra that it fitted perfectly, flat sewn hems, tag

(and scratch) free printed details and a finer merino than we were used to.  We wore it with pride.  Banded from head to

toe.  Style and comfort were commensurate.

There were few formalities.  In a show of pragmatism, the mandatory gear checks and competencies were distilled to a

few hours worth of rigor.  Our remaining pre-race time was spent competing in vegemite sandwich eating competitions,

beach flag races, esky and thong races and toss the footy competitions.  It was an appropriate and Aussie way of

beginning such a massive event.  In perhaps my greatest sporting moment ever, I won the beach flag competition,

ungraciously spraying sand in my Swiss competitors eyes.  Having now actually won something – albeit an Australian

sport against a bunch of non-Australians – retirement seemed more appropriate than ever.
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The Race

Come race-day there was little fanfare.  Geocentric it seems have been paying close attention to other races, adopting

their formalities accordingly.  With barely a peep from Craig and Louise, and only two hours of map-prep, we found

ourselves at the start line.  630 kms of racing awaited us: 115 on foot, 322 by bike, 185 of (gruelling) paddling, and 5kms

of grovelling through caves.

The 2016 ARWC started in the tradition of every race since Roman times – with a paddle.  A 37km circuit of the

beautiful Jervis Bay promised much: namely dolphins and whales.  Following a strung out conga-line of boats, Dave as

you would expect, declared this leg to be “super amazing”.  The sun shone bright and hot, the wind was gentle and the

seas were more than manageable.  We cruised under the crumbling sandstone precipice that is point perpendicular,

before hopping from beach to beach on our way back to where we began.  As we started our final push for home, two

dolphins crested the waves, diving alongside our boats.  The whales never appeared – or so I’m told.  Being in the front

of the boat, the breeze whipped salt water into my eyes.  Unable to open them I paddled for almost an hour with eyes
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closed as we headed for the next transition.  All the while Ben declaring that only 500m of blindness remained.

Leg two was a brief run.  Setting off at a slow and steady pace we were alarmed to have team after team go flying past us

as we trotted down the beach.  Were we that slow?  We arrived at the TA (transition area) right on dusk.  The

temperature dropped and the world went blue.  A dark steel-cerulean sky atop an imperfect streak of pale pastel orange.

 As the heavens began to flicker, teams continued to saunter past.  Leg three, a short night time paddle was no different.

 Sticking to our game plan we cruised across St Georges Basin as another team paddled stealthily by, dubiously unlit and

silent.  It was a short and pleasant night paddle, especially by comparison to those yet to come.
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Beginning at 10:30pm, Leg four was a 90km bike ride through coastal bushland to the beautiful Kioloa via Florence

Head – a 500m high sandstone plinth that looked down over the south coast.  As we came to the descent we hit a

bottleneck of teams and quickly ground to a halt.  What better time for me to regale the lads with graphic re-enactments
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of penis horror stories.  There is no job like my job.  Perhaps trying to get out of earshot, teams suddenly hurried on, and

we were on the move again.  Descending the southern end of Florence Head was more like re-birth in the bush than

adventure racing.  One of those moments that separate AR from pretty much every other sport that ever existed.  We

were met with rocky squeezes and thick bush on the edge of a precipitous drop.  It took all four of us to get a single bike

up, over, and around some parts. And this continued for several hundred meters..  Pushing, pulling, twisting and

wriggling our bodies and bikes through rocky squeezes and dense tea tree.  Our speed was probably close to 300m per

hour.  We topped out on a steep slippery track that dropped straight down to the road.  Though teams were walking their

bikes down we backed our riding skills.  With lycra-clad arses (branded with the BMX Bandits name of course) hovering

over our rear wheel and brakes locked, we skidded down to Kingiman Rd and beyond.

The riding was pleasant, the afternoon weather perfect, the trails in good condition and the company was more than

agreeable.  Dave declared the whole of life “super awesome” as he cruised on in his fluro.  For this leg we had chosen to

wear our matching BMX Bandits outfit.  It was beautiful – more beautiful than we could have imagined.  It was the Blue

Poles of Adventure racing outfits.  Splashes of vibrant orange, yellow, pink, green and blue – all fluro of course – on a

backing of dark blue created an outfit rivalled by none.  Now, with the four of us in matching IO Merino socks, fluro

knicks and jerseys rounded out with matching fluro orange helmets, we looked magnificent.  And isn’t that what life is

all about?  It certainly was then.
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Still without sleep, we were in reasonable shape as we cruised into transition at 9am.  Leg five: a 38km trek/run down to

Batemans Bay, awaited.  The weather was still warm, everything was dry and we were all in good spirits.  Had it not

been for Donald I-hate-Mexico-and-women Trump, the world would have been in perfect alignment.  So off we happily

went, teams again blitzing us as we cruised down the beaches of the south coast.  But we had noticed a theme.  Pepped

up teams would go scurrying past us at the beginning of the leg, like field mice being chased by a tabby.  Then they’d

disappear – ‘poof’ – off the radar.  Shortly after starting the next leg that same team, looking slightly less speedy and a

little more beleaguered would go flying past again, more akin to mangy, three legged rats than nimble field mice.  Only

this time rather than six teams overtaking us it would be five.  Then four.  Then three.  Then two.  After six or seven legs

those fast looking teams were somewhere a long way back, presumably exhausted – maybe dead, caught by that sneaky

tabby.  Perhaps the thought of Trump at the wheel was too much for them.  Either way, being overtaken at speed by other

teams no longer worried us.

Olly then spoke up “It’s my birthday!”  An enthusiastic but horribly tuneless ‘Happy Birthday’ and it was settled – we’d

let him sleep for his special day.  No-one knew how old Olly actually was.  Perhaps Olly didn’t know how old Olly was.

 He could have been 17 or 70 for all I knew.  It didn’t matter.  100m from the end of our wee trek there was a caravan

park.  In that caravan park there was a cabin with six beds, a hot shower and a poor business man.  It was $210 per night.

 “OK” we said.  But no sooner had he said it the owner talked himself down to $170.  As Dave was handing over the
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money the owner, unable to counter his own enthusiasm, talked himself down to $150.  We ordered Pizzas, had a shower

and slept for three gloriously comfortable hours.  Happy birthday Olly.
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After dawdling to the transition we jumped into boats at the stroke of midnight for a paddle up the Clyde River.  Feeling

relaxed we paddled at a conservative speed, letting the rising tide push us up stream to Shallow Crossing.  We passed

houseboats with retirees sitting on the decks, sipping wine and philosophising on the fate of the world (a topical subject

it seemed).  But we were distracted.  The Clyde River was putting on a show – bioluminescent algae.  As we brushed the

water with each paddle stroke, a swirl of luminous blue radiated outward.  It was enchanting and beautiful.  Cloud had

covered the moon and the world was dark, but for two glowing blue, ethereal, serpents behind each boat.  They followed

us for kilometres as we drifted slowly upstream.  Beautiful as it was, a silence broken only by a rhythmic splash of water,

and the blackness broken only by a daub of pale blue, was as hypnotic as it was soporific.  Paddle cadence slowed and

speed dropped as we slumbered happily north.  The soft pitter patter of rain on a warm evening did little to rouse us.

Olly took the initiative.  Of slight build with a little salt and pepper up top, you’d hardly call him intimidating.  But in the

darkness of that night Olly boomed: “Ka mate, ka mate! ka ora! ka ora!”.  His voice was loud, fierce and masculine.  A

native kiwi, he knew the Haka (of course) and roared it to the darkness.  Roused, we screamed it too.  With a little less

finesse, but equally as fierce we bumbled our way vociferously through the words.  Again and again, striking the boats,

and propelling us faster and faster in a fervent charge to the end, to war, to a glorious death at the hands of geocentric…

The smell of urine permeated the air.  As we paddled on we noticed a blob on our left.  It was the New Caledonian team
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– stopped dead in the water – presumably paralysed by fear and awaiting their death at the hands of a tribe of 150kg

Maori warriors.  They meekly congratulated us on our Haka, offering up a please-don’t-slaughter-us smile as we sped

by.  I’m sure I heard the tinkle of a relaxing bladder when they realised death was not coming for them that night.

Arriving at Shallow Crossing at sunrise, we dried off and jumped on our bikes.  Dave thought this was “super awesome”

and was eager to see the next hike-a-bike.  Olly donned warm dry merino, and I stripped to the bare minimum.  Such was

the discrepancy between Olly and I that the others pondered if I had some sort of malfunctioning fusion reactor – or

perhaps Olly was reptilian.  Ben, measured and precise was first out of the TA.  His huge beautiful chin bristled with a

rough manly growth, tinted with ginger.  Day three began as we left on bikes minutes before sunrise.
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The next hike-a-bike up an impossibly steep 500m slope, and then again up a similar hill brought a smile to Dave’s face:

caffeine time.  This was “super exciting” and “super awesome”.  It only took a single shot gel and Dave was off with
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the pixies.  Like some sort of crazed, horny ferret that had just taken one of Roger Ramjet’s proton pills, he babbled

about… well, something.  He dashed from rock to rock, waterbar to waterbar offering anyone who’d listen a tow, or a

carry, or even life itself.  He could see time, could feel rainbows, knew the secrets of the universe and could talk to

unicorns.  He exalted the virtues of caffeine, though warned, that he should never be given caffeine surreptitiously lest he

lose control of his godly, catecholamine-induced powers.   Olly on the other hand thought the leg was too dull.  At a

calm 35 km/hr, somewhere near checkpoint 26 he casually popped his front wheel into a big hole.  The ensuing

superman manoeuvre was quite the spectacle.  Arms outstretched, his body perfectly inverted, he bounced off his head

and landed in the dust.  Not quite the cat-like move he had perhaps anticipated, he decided not to do it again.  We

finished the leg with a long 10km descent to Yadboro campground.  Bycroft had wisened to the peoples hatred of hike-a-

bikes.  And so rewarded us with an impressive downhill reward.

Leg eight the “Budawang Trek” was so beautiful, that the usually reserved Dave declared it to be “super beautiful”.

 Under an overbearing sun we set off after a brief swim in the Yadboro River (Dave had three).  I opted this time for full

length merino in an effort to keep my pale Canberran skin from burning to a crisp.  We climbed to Meakins Pass below

The Castle, an indomitable rocky tower that gave views of the whole Budawang massif.  It was more than apparent why

this part of the world had been chosen.  Huge towers of grey sandstone, jutted skyward, their striated walls fluted and

steep.  It felt jurassic and spectacular.  In the gully’s, ferns grew in crystal, seeping water and moss crept over stones and

boulders, casualties of time.  Monolith Valley was no different, bathed in a fragmented yellow light from the slither of

sky above.  We emerged on a rock balcony with views of the Seven Gods Monoliths, a series of huge bare rock domes.

 As we passed by, right on sunset the monoliths and the escarpments behind began to glow.  For a perfect minute the

rock radiated a fiery vermillion hue before cooling to grey and then obscurity.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5iC0YXspJRM
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In darkness we passed over Mt Tarn, the highest point in the race, and onto the infamous checkpoint 29.  The path

suddenly disappeared.  “No matter” we mused. and blundered through the bush to eventually find it on a questionable
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knoll.  Over the next 500 metres of bush bashing, we engaged in a vigorous, gentleman’s debate.  Olly postulated this,

Dave postulated that, Ben hypothesised something else and I… was quiet, surly and indignant as I forced my way

through a tangle of vines so thick it’s a wonder we ever emerged.  I wondered if it was me, Dave or the caffeine, but

everywhere Dave looked he would declare in this thick Canadian voice “yeah this is toooootaly a track, it’s like a super-

awesome superhighway”.  Only to find that in fact there was no track at all.  There was a brief reprieve from the clawing

undergrowth.  As the navigation discussion hit its peak Ben spoke up, “Turn your lights off”.  In the pitch black the small

blue-green glow of glow worms pricked the perfect darkness, and for a moment there was silence as we all stood and

stared at the mesmerising smoulder of yet more luminous creatures.  Eventually Ben settled it.  He grabbed a map (Ben

does not actually ‘grab’, Ben ‘acquires’ in such a way that everyone feels good about it), took a bearing and sent us up a

hill for a sleep in the middle of a road.

A few hours sleep did us wonders.  We woke, packed quickly in the warm, agreeable 3am air and marched on in to

Nerriga.  We were welcomed with “super delicious” bacon and egg rolls and warm weather.  The sort of weather that

Dave said was his “super-perfect resort weather”.  Back on the bikes we blasted through the next leg – a 70km ride onto

a strong gusting headwind – in a few tiring hours.

Now at last, the race was beginning to extract its toll.  Ben’s Left arm and neck ached, I needed a brief, uncharacteristic

tow, and Olly went quiet, loitering at the back of the pack

To be continued….
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